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Summary:
The seven-year public art programme at Southmead Hospital, Bristol, was
delivered by Fresh Arts, the arts programme managed by North Bristol NHS
Trust (NBT), in collaboration with arts and health consultants Willis Newson.

This ambitious public art plan, featuring the work of local, national and
internationally recognised artists as well as by recent graduates, animates
environments, creates uniquely identifiable areas within the hospital building and
grounds and supports physical and emotional healing and recovery. These
commissions sit within a wider arts programme involving patients, staff and the
local community, particularly through the focus of the first Fresh Arts Festival in
October 2014. This Festival brought poetic first aid, a community knitting
installation, model car racing, promenade theatre, 12 community choirs, live
music and a writer-in-residence on the wards to celebrate the opening of the
new building and demonstrate the impact of arts and creativity on health and
wellbeing to a wider public audience.
Fresh Arts also managed five years of arts projects which helped ease the
transition from the old hospitals to the new and supported patient, visitor and
staff wellbeing.
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Southmead Hospital sets a new benchmark for the quality of the patient
environment and the role played by art in delivering this. It has also
demonstrated the importance of the arts to the Trust as a whole and resulted in
strong Board-level commitment to, and understanding of, the role that the arts
can play in the culture of the Trust in the long term.
Overview:
North Bristol NHS Trust’s need for an integrated public arts programme (PAP)
was established in response to the increasingly acknowledged importance of a
designed healthcare environment, as the Trust planned a new acute hospital
building at Southmead, Bristol. The growing body of research in arts and
healthcare provides hard evidence of the economic, clinical and social benefits of
art and design enhancing not just the environment but the patient, visitor and
staff experience too. Three key policy documents from 2007 were referenced
when designing the PAP:
1. Department of Health’s Report of the review of the arts and health
working group
2. Arts Council of England and Department of Health’s Prospectus for Arts
and Health
3. Arts, Health and Wellbeing, published by the Arts Council of England
When designing the hospital building, various models of good architectural
practice were examined, especially the Rikshospitalet in Oslo, Norway. The
hospital has been praised as “the best of the UK Private Finance Initiatives (PFI)”
by architectural advisor to NBT, healthcare architect Ken Schwartz, who added
“Southmead Hospital merits being a stop on the grand tour of the world’s
notable hospital facilities, along with Rikshospitalet and the University Medical
Center Groningen in the Netherlands. The integrated approach to art plays an
important role in the overall design quality of the building.”
Locating the new hospital at NBT’s Southmead, rather than Frenchay, site was
dictated by a greater need for access to healthcare services in a geographical
area identified by the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister as hitting the lowest
5% in the UK in terms of health outcomes, educational achievement,
employment etc. Within the Southmead site masterplan attention was given to
the patient journey, particularly signage, way-finding and site legibility; public
art is considered essential in supporting instinctive way-finding, inside as well as
outside the building.
The aims and objectives of the PAP evolved in response to the masterplan,
landscaping and architectural design through the competitive dialogue process
implemented as part of the PFI tendering process. The aims were explored and
agreed through the vehicles of both the Fresh Arts Committee (FAC) and the
Joint Arts Group (JAG):
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•

FAC is the body comprising staff and patient reps tasked with the strategic
delivery of the Fresh Arts programme within the context of NBT’s values;
meeting bi-monthly throughout the build programme, now tri-annually

•

JAG comprises NBT staff members, representatives from Carillion, NBT’s
building contractors delivering the Southmead Hospital Redevelopment
Project, Bristol City Council’s Senior Public Art Officer and reps from Willis
Newson, Carillion’s arts contractors; meeting monthly during time-critical
commissioning period, now quarterly

The aims subsequently adopted for the PAP were the same as those for Fresh
Arts, to:
1. Enhance the patient experience
2. Improve patient and staff morale
3. Put the hospital at the heart of its communities
4. Deliver a programme of high quality and good practice
The PAP involved a range of partners including patients and patient groups, NHS
staff and external partners including Bristol City Council, local arts organisations
such as Artists First, Spike Print Studios and North Bristol Artists and individual
artists. Some artists were unfamiliar with healthcare environments but all were
given time and support in order to engage in processes of decision making and
consultation plus artist inductions to ensure they were well briefed and informed
at the start of their commissions. A communications strategy and a stakeholder
group were implemented to ensure staff, patients and visitors understood the
integration of an arts programme into the build.
Over a seven-year period, Fresh Arts and Willis Newson devised and delivered a
public art programme consisting of nine major commissions:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

A suspended neon sculpture by Tobias Rehberger for the main hospital
concourse
A series of bronze ‘animals with ailments’ by Laura Ford acting as
landmarks in the landscape around the hospital
A series of sculptural groupings by Jaime Hayon to animate and create
connections between the enclosed ward courtyards off the main hospital
concourse
A series of screens and seating arrangements by Jacqui Poncelet for the
patient-only area of the Medical Day Garden
A sculpted stone water feature by Peter Randall-Page to provide a
moment of calm in the publicly accessible Medical Day Garden
A series of coloured discs by Ally Wallace to animate the sunken space of
the Welled garden off the main hospital concourse
What’s Our Story, a series of theatre monologues, an oral history project
and an exhibition marking the transition for the staff from two old
hospitals to one new building
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•

•

Speed Derby, a series of workshops in which staff designed and created
their own model racing cars which culminated in qualifying time heats and
a grand finale on an 8m track built in the concourse
Emily Golden’s illustrated vinyl panels installed on walls and ceilings
throughout the paediatric treatment and waiting areas in the Emergency
Department

In addition the team staged a three-day Fresh Arts festival in October 2014 to
celebrate the public art programme in the new Brunel building as well as to show
patients, visitors and staff aspects of the on-going Fresh Arts programme
through different workshops, performances, exhibitions and artists-in-residence
schemes. The Festival created a chance for people to see the hospital as a
positive resource, not just “a place for sick people”. It offered opportunities to
try out creative activities, to give patients and staff a voice, to be a catalyst for
expression and – above all – to make the building ‘sing’ with affirmative activity
and life.
The beneficiaries have included:
•
•
•
•
•

9,000 NBT staff (including 700 community-based staff)
Volunteers, NBT’s Patient Panel and Foundation Trust members
Stakeholders including local schools and community groups, local arts
organisations, local and regional artists
The wider population of Bristol, South Gloucestershire, North Somerset as inor out-patients of the hospital and their visitors
The regional population of the South West region and South Wales as users
of Southmead as the region’s major trauma centre

Outcomes:
Alchemy Research and Consultancy was appointed in spring 2012 to conduct a
longitudinal external evaluation over a four-year period into the impact of the
arts programme in the new hospital.
Alchemy’s evaluation will measure the impact of the PAP on staff, patients,
visitors, local residents and the wider community and how the development of
the PAP was influenced by the evidence base for arts and healthcare.
Alchemy is also taking into account the aims and assumptions underlying the
PAP (such as the value of art against value for money) using a range of data
collection methods (staff, visitor and patient surveys, photo documentation,
group and individual interviews) and a narrative-based qualitative methodology
‘learning histories’ enabling multiple perspectives, opinions and experiences.
Evaluation started in 2012 prior to the launch of the Public Art Programme. A
baseline report published in December 2012 established that 69% of Foundation
Trust members and 48% of visitors and patients felt that a public arts
programme would make an improvement to patient or visitor experience (from
127 completed surveys). 18% of respondents in the visitors’ and patients’
surveys believe that art in the new hospital would not affect them at all, one of
the findings that has influenced how the PAP has been communicated to a wider
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public, with particular sensitivity given to the issue of how the programme has
been funded at a time of turbulence within the wider NHS context.
An interim report is being compiled from data collected between autumn 2014
and spring 2015, so it is too early to state confirmed outcomes. However, the
final report is due in autumn 2016 following the completion of phase 2 of Brunel
building (including Laura Ford’s remaining sculptures, an outdoor performance
space, a community arts room) in spring 2016 and will assess how the
successfully the following aims have been achieved:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved recovery rates and times
Stress reduction
Improving general wellbeing
Improved legibility of the site
Integrating the therapeutic value of nature/art
Supporting the transition process for the hospital staff and patients
Engendering a sense of pride and care in the new building
Engagement in the programme by staff, patients, visitors and the local
community
Creating a strong sense of place
Involvement of the local community in the programme
Involvement of staff, patients, and visitors in the programme
A wider sense of ownership of the artworks and the Fresh Arts programme
An internationally recognised public art collection
A public programme that has been sensitively developed and implemented
A clearly documented and evaluated process with lessons learnt identified
A dissemination programme that contributes to the arts and health
evidence base and shares good practice

Participation:
Throughout the planning process, staff, visitors and patients were consulted and
encouraged to get involved in informing the PAP for the new hospital, through
Visioning Events in November 2009 and September 2014, invitations to on-going
Fresh Arts activities and a number of commissions in the PAP:
Horfield Primary School ‘Where Am I?’ artist Rachel Davis explored local
distinctiveness with year 5 pupils at a local school and their sense of identity and
place, resulting in a permanent enamelled panel of photographs and drawings of
their territory
What’s Our Story – Capturing the Mood of the Move:
Sound artist and oral historian Mary Ingoldby captured the stories and memories
of over 40 staff working at Southmead and Frenchay Hospitals before, during
and after the move to the Brunel building.
Working with Show of Strength theatre producer and director Sheila Hannon and
photographer Simona Piantieri, personal stories were transformed into drama,
film, an online digital archive and a permanent exhibition.
Speed Derby – designing, building and painting their very own wooden racing
car may have been a surprise to over 80 staff and local residents but they
enthusiastically supported Assemble & Join’s Chris Jarrett in making cars, racing
in heats and the grand finale at the festival.
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Fresh Arts Festival 2014 – the aim of the festival was to celebrate creativity
and wellbeing at Southmead Hospital over three days of hands-on workshops,
music, choir and theatre performances, exhibitions, building tours, knitting
installations, poetry on prescription and creative acts of kindness involving over
700 people
Members of the Fresh Arts Committee, the Joint Arts Group and Carillion visited
a range of leading and challenging examples of art in healthcare settings such as
Royal United Hospital in Bath, Musgrove Park Hospital in Taunton and Chelsea
and Westminster, Great Ormond Street and Guy’s and St Thomas’ hospitals in
London with the aim of challenging and expanding members’ thinking and
perceptions of what a hospital arts programme might deliver, encouraging the
exchange and development of ideas.
Innovation:
Innovation was an integral part of the overall hospital proposal; learning from
successful hospital design in Scandinavia helped define Southmead’s design,
including the integration of a public art programme right from the initial planning
stages.
The commissions bring technological innovation into a state of the art building
via pieces such as Tobias Rehberger’s neon sculpture, a piece that tested the
ingenuity of the artist, his design studio, the hospital contractors and everyone
involved in project managing the PAP through the complexity of his design,
continuing to challenge and inspire viewers as they figure out how to tell the
time by means of his binary clock design.
But it was also intended that the PAP would go beyond implementing physical
enhancements to the built environment and landscape; the programme is firmly
rooted in the local context and explores the notion of community with the
Southmead Hospital site as its frame of reference, ensuring the site is a resource
for wellbeing and not just a place ‘full of sick people’.
This it has achieved through an on-going programme of engagement, whether
through partnerships with local arts organisations to curate gallery spaces in the
main concourse or by bringing in community groups to help deliver arts activities
such as the Southmead Community Centre Knit and Natter groups teaching staff
and patients their first knitting skills or through encouraging local schoolchildren
to feel ownership of the building by bringing their visual arts and performances
to be appreciated and enjoyed by patients and staff.
Learning:
Most of the key challenges and learning revolved around perceptions of the
value of the arts programme and how those were conveyed by the local press so
that local people could see the PAP as part of enhancing patient and staff
wellbeing. An initial arts programme launch in July 2010 resulted in extremely
negative press coverage, statements about PFI hospitals raised in the House of
Commons by two local MPs, numerous complaints from local people and
negative comments from local staff.
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As a result, plans were temporarily halted whilst a carefully considered
Communications Strategy was devised, headed by the Trust’s Chief Executive
and backed by the Trust’s executive and non-executive board members.
Presentations about the PAP were targeted at key press members, staff groups
and local residents, art was included in a life-size mock-up of hospital bedrooms,
consulting rooms and reception areas for staff to view ahead of the move and
personalised tours of the hospital building site were delivered to key personnel.
The Joint Arts Group and Fresh Arts Committee worked on publicising answers to
Frequently Asked Questions to address key concerns, primarily about the cost
and the need for an arts programme at all, garnering support from key decision
makers and influencers such as Bristol City Council’s executive member for
culture, Councillor Simon Cook and from Professor Stephen Clift, director of the
Sidney de Haan Research Centre for Arts and Health, as well as encouraging
Fresh Arts ambassadors from within the staff body.
Critical success factors:
One of the biggest achievements of the project has been to deliver a programme
of this scale on time and on budget without any major mishaps. The most
important factor contributing to this success has been the vision and hard work
delivered by NBT, Willis Newson and Carillion in maintaining a commitment to an
extremely ambitious programme of the highest quality possible at a time of cuts
at the Trust, in the wider NHS, within the arts world and in the face of loudlyvoiced opposition from those opposed to expenditure on arts in health.
Since the hospital opened in May 2014, it has become the embodiment of that
vision: visitors now ‘get’ art in hospitals; they now understand the power and
beauty of a designed environment and feel its impact personally; the colours,
finishes, lines, landscapes and design of the building create a space that is
immediately restorative and therapeutic – visitors comment that ‘it doesn’t feel
or smell like a hospital’.
At the Fresh Arts festival in October 2014, the hospital opened its doors to the
wider population of Bristol, sick or not, to enjoy the healing environment and
over three days the building sang with positive creative engagement. As a
result, two projects due to culminate at the festival, lifelines and The Giant
Jumper, have resulted in a year-long residency for each artist at the hospital for
2015, new commissions have been launched, the music programme has doubled
in activity and staff everywhere are asking for more artwork for their areas.
Funding and Resources:
The public art programme sat within a £430 million Private Finance Initiative
(PFI) hospital build scheme, awarded to contractors Carillion. The scheme was
to provide a state-of-the-art, 800-bed acute and integrated community hospitals
on the Southmead site which opened in May 2014.
The cost of the arts programme totalled £1,148,500, comprising £934,000 of
NHS funding for the public art commissioning programme and £214,000
enabling funds from the capital build programme. This budget includes elements
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to be delivered as part of phase 2 of the Brunel building: the community arts
room, an outdoor performance space, a second Fresh Arts festival and an
environmental enhancement and patient engagement strategy for care of the
elderly.
Enabling budgets were allocated across commissions to pay for the provision of
any capital enabling that artworks required, such as foundations for sculptures,
electrical supply, and additional lighting requirements as requested by the
artists. It also covered installation costs, including hanging for smaller artworks.
In addition to this, Jaime Hayon’s concourse courtyards commission took the
option to design and deliver landscaping for the courtyards as well as the
artwork for them, drawing on a defined landscaping budget of £120,000 in total
for all three courtyards.
All costs for planning permissions and conditions for all relevant arts
commissions were borne by Carillion.
An initial fundraising target of £285,000 was included in the overall budget but
had to be dropped when the financial crash of 2010 impacted on sponsorship
and charitable funding potential.

Image titles and credits (L-R)
•

Title: Tobias Rehberger’s concourse commission Neon Clock
Copyright/credit: Max McClure

•

Title: Mason Chick with Laura Ford’s A&E Monkeys, one of the Landmark
commission pieces
Copyright/credit: Max McClure

•

Title: NBT staff member Rachel Burn with lead Assemble & Join artist,
Chris Jarrett at the grand finale of the Speed Derby
Copyright/credit: Jim Wileman
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